WHY FERRITE HEADS?

Because they're better and last much longer (like 200 times longer) than ordinary permalloy heads.

Sony uses only the best materials in their duplicating equipment, because anything less than the best would make the equipment less than best.

The Sony model CCP-13 is used by the demanding customer who is concerned about the quality of his duplicate cassettes. Musicologists love this machine. Audio visual people appreciate it. Our competitors respect it.

From a cassette master you make 3 highest-quality duplicates in a single pass at 15 inches per second, automatic rewind is standard, all track configurations are duped, and slave units are easily connected to give an additional 8 copies in the same run.

The SONY CCP-13 Cassette Duplicator
- Versatile
- Highest quality
- Simple to operate
- Reliable
- Reliable
- Reliable
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